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Introduction

Research context: a program of the French Ministry of Sustainable Development.
Team: Idt Joël, Pellegrino Margot, Baudry Sarah, Barroca Bruno, Bethelot Serge

Definition of soft densification: where several owners decide to densify their own
property. The aggregation of individual decisions generates a collective densification
phenomenon at the scale of a neighbourhood, that nobody has decided (no
development project is being implemented by public stakeholders).

Research issues: how do public actors deal with this phenomenon ?
1/ intervention of public stakeholders to control (or not) the densification process,
beyond land rights settlement and planning laws ?
2/ induced effects at the collective level of densification, and their apprehension by
public stakeholders.
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Introduction

Our case studies:
Comparative approach (France and Italy)

1/ France : Ile de France region, with a focus onMontreuil
2/ Italy : Rome

Methodology:
Interviews of stakeholders involved in the densification process.
Variety of stakeholders (elected representatives and technical staff of communities;
individuals; architects and urban planning firms; real estate agencies; promoters; etc.)
Geographic variety: first and second suburban rings. 14 cities in Ile de France region.
International comparison.
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1/ Soft densification in Ile de France and Rome
Ile de France

- Soft densification is an important phenomenon in some cities, especially in
metropolitan areas.

- This phenomenon is much less developed in other cities where the densification
only takes place in limited areas identified by plans.

- The building rights are determined by local urban plans (PLU) conceived at the
town scale. The strong territorial fragmentation in the Ile the France region leads to
a large amount of local plans.
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1/ Soft densification in Ile de France and Rome

Urban area of Rome

- The building rights are determined by the « piano regolatore generale »
conceived by the city.

- The largest part of the urban development belongs to private projects (individual
or promoters). The soft densification is the principal way of building of the city.

- A large part of the soft densification is (and especially was) illegal and does not
respect the plan. A lot of neighborhoods have been built during time under a
completely illegal process (1/4 of the city’s surface).

- The « Piano Regolatore Generale » is modified to be adapted to the reality of the
city: the plan follows the city, not the contrary.
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2/ The negotiations behind and beyond the plans

Ile de France: importance of negotiations beyond and behind the planning laws

-Local authorities do not just vote and apply the local urban plan. They negotiate
with every individual builder during the instruction of the building permit.

-Negotiations are related to the types of housing, their number, shape, architectural
style, size of the building, name of the architect, achievement of public spaces by
the operator: much more than what is imposed by urban plan

-Different degrees of control beyond the planning laws, depending on the
voluntarism of elected representatives and their technical staff.

-Individual builders can also play with the rules: cases of illegal densifications.
Municipalities are quite helpless.

 Building permit can serve strategic choices and purposes.
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2/ The negotiations behind and beyond the plans
Urban area of Rome

1/ Negotiation of plan transgressions.
- Illegality is frequently the norm: negotiations are related to the plan’s

transgression.
- Public stakeholders attitudes: from corruption to laisser-faire (silenzio assenso)
2/ Regularization of illegal constructions.
- Public stakeholders negotiate the way illegal construction can be legalized
- Negotiations are frequently linked to the creation of public spaces and collective

services and equipment.

 Building permit are less strategic than in France :
 A lack of technical staff to instruct the building permit;
 the regularization of illegal buildings is the real hearth of negotiations. Private

stakeholders negotiate the rules and its degrees of transgression
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3/ Ex-post management of the induced effects of soft
densification

Soft densification leads to collective induced effects:

- Public services of education and early childhood.
- Publics spaces (saturation of public spaces, ex. parking difficulties, design and
dimension of public spaces, roads, networks)
- Neighborhood conflicts
- Environment (saturation of waste water networks, floods, etc.)
- Social effects (gentrification, ghettos, pauperization, maintain of population…)
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3/ Ex-post management of the induced effects of soft
densification

 Public stakeholders have to manage and deal with unexpected induced effects:
- Reorganization of public spaces
- Management of public services.
- Specific urban projects.
- Negotiations with private owners (« consorzi di autorecupero » in Rome).
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Conclusion : which consequences on urban planning ?

Need to modify the plan to adapt it to reality: the planning process is not linear;
plans adoption is a strategic moment.

- Plans are modified to integrate what has really been built in the city (very clear in
Rome, but also for the IdF region.

- Specific dispositions and tools are settled to manage those adaptation. In Rome:
condoni, consorzi, etc.

The importance of the technical offices: « street-level urban planners »
- In Ile de France region, a strategic role is played by technical services instructing

the built permits.
- In Rome, this strategic role is played by technical services in regularization of

illegal buildings.
- In both cases, the fragile and complex position of technical services in charge of

managing the induced effects.
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THE PLANNING PROCESS IS NOT
LINEAR INDIVIDUAL CHOICES COULD IMPACT THE

COLLECTIVE LEVEL FROM PLAN TO REALITY:
WHO FOLLOWS WHO? PLANNING AS A

DYNAMIC FORCE WITH LONG-TERM
CONSEGUENCES ON REALITY IMPORTANT
ROLE OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
STAKEHOLDERS Role of technical
staff and negotiation in urban decisions
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